SHOPPING AROUND
Retail shopping patterns continue to change, as e-commerce
and off-price retailers gain market share.
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Off-Price is On
Consumers flocked to off-price
retailers, taking market share from
department stores and specialty
apparel retailers.

From Bricks to Clicks
Consumers clicked away from malls and
holiday crowds, filling online shopping
carts, and significantly impacting brickand-mortar sales.

Off-price retailers
opened stores :

Department stores
announced the following
store closures:

Mall foot traffic declined

6.4%

in November and December.
(RetailMetrix)
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Consumers aren’t spending
money saved on traditional
retail purchases. They want
newness and are finding it in
technology and experiences
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A New Bottom Line

Finding the Right Size

While e-commerce has presented
additional sales opportunities, a high
level of variable costs have hurt profit.

A decline in foot traffic led many retailers
to close underperforming stores and rightsize their businesses.
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To learn more, download GA’s Retail Monitor at greatamerican.com/rightonthemoney
As the retail industry is impacted by consumer spending patterns
and various factors, timely and accurate information is essential.
GA strives to contextualize important indicators to provide a curated
perspective of the market, keeping you right on the money.
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